LesBox Mk.III with its power supply
See also the Mk.IV on Page 29 and the Mk.V on Page 39.
26th January 2021

An early prototype
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The amplifier, based on the much respected WAD circuit (all rights reserved).
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The Phono Stage uses 3 ECC83 sections per channel for amplification and output buffering.
The first two valve sections of each channel (V1a/V2b) and (V1b/V2a) provide the necessary
amplification. The final stage of each channel (V3a/V3b) is used as a cathode follower buffer,
which reduces high frequency signal loss due to the capacitance of the interconnect cable
between Phono and main amplifier sections. The RIAA equalisation is performed in two separate
stages - first low then high frequency compensation is applied.
V1a/V2b, the input section, is connected as a conventional amplifying stage with its associated
anode resistor and bias resistor. This section is AC coupled to the first equalisation stage,
(formed by R11/R12, R13/R14 and C7/C8) and includes the output impedance of the first
amplifying stage. This EQ section provides the low frequency time constants of 318 and 3180
microseconds. The coupling capacitor C5/C6 can be chosen to introduce an extra degree of bass
roll-off to reduce the amplitude of subsonic signals. At the moment the roll-off is set to -3dB at
approximately 10Hz.
The next amplification stage, formed by V1b/V2a is again conventional, but here the output is DC
coupled to the EQ network and to the output cathode follower. The EQ network, R19/R20,
C9/C10 and CT1/CT2 (plus the output impedance of the preceding stage) produces the 75
microseconds HF compensation. A later modification was made to the 3.18uS RIAA time
constant correction, by inserting paralleled 75k and 18k resistors (R21/R22 and R22/R24) to the
left and right channels between C9/10 and junction of R19/R20 and V3a/b.
The cathode follower buffer, as previously mentioned, is added to interface the high impedance
circuitry with the lower impedance circuitry of the outside world.
RIAA PLOT OBTAINED

For a valve RIAA amplifier I think you will agree with me that the results are pretty impressive!
Perhaps building an RIAA Phono Amp like the Mk.3, with the shortest of signal wiring, is what
makes these units sound so good and at the same time give such an excellent adherence to the
expected RIAA Curves.

Of course if you prefer not to use vacuum tubes, then you could try building a
solid state Phono Amp that gives exceptional RIAA characteristics.
If you want, you can add an EQ circuit to give your amp a bit of Bass or Treble
boost. 
http://www.g4cnh.com/public/All_IC_phono_amp.pdf
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So let’s build the LesBox Mk.3. (But first see the Mk.4 on Page 29)
First we need a Hammond 1590DBK die-cast box, 187.5 x 119.5 x 52 (RS 528-7268).
Drill the top lid as shown:-
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Manufacture three barrier/tag strips as shown:-

Note the vacuum tube socket orientations, the extra solder tags on the Ground terminal and
the orientation of the RCA socket Ground tags.
TB2 is not mounted until the heater wiring is in position.
Oh Yes! The holes could be drilled a bit more accurately but it just shows I am an electronics
engineer and not a mechanical one. 
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If I can build this on a kitchen table then I’m certain you can. 
Now we fit the heater wires, the second Tag strip TB2 and note the insulated stand-off
terminals made from 15mm insulated spacers. Either fit an M3 screw and solder tag on each
or if it is a stud, as in the photo, just add a nut and solder tag.
Whichever you use, these are added on top of the fixing nut and shake proof washer that
holds the main socket to the lid! You don’t have to be too fussy about the twisted wires as
these should be fed with DC rather than AC Heater supply.
Connect V2 (UPPER) pin 4 to V1 (LOWER) pin 4 to V3 pin 4 and TB3 – 4.
Connect V2 (UPPER) pin 5 to V1 (LOWER) pin 5 to V3 pin 5 and TB3 – 5.
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NOTE
(NS) = NO SOLDER.
(S) = SOLDER
(This will be old hat to those who built Heath kits in their youth )
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Fit R3 (1k) between V2 pin 7 (S) and TB1-2 (NS), link TB1-2 (S) to RIGHT input J2 (NS).
Fit R1 (47k) placed between J2 input (S) and its Ground Tag (NS).
Fit R4 (1k) between V1 pin 7 (S) and TB1-6 (NS), link TB1-6 (S) to LEFT input J1 (NS).
Fit R2 (47k) placed between J1 input (S) and its Ground Tag (NS).
Fit R27 (1k) between TB3-1 (NS) and RIGHT output J4 centre with R29 (1M) (S).
Fit R28 (1k) between TB3- 8 (NS) and LEFT output J3 centre with R30 (1M) (S).
Connect other end of R29 (1M) to J4 Ground Tag (NS).
Connect other end of R30 (1M) to J3 Ground Tag (NS).
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Ground wires:
9. Connect LEFT output J3 ground tag (S) to TB3-7 (NS) to TB2-7 (NS) to V1 Spigot (NS) to TB1-7
(NS) to Ground Terminal solder tag 1 (NS).
10. Connect LEFT input J1 ground tag (S) to Ground Terminal solder tag 1 (S).
11. Connect RIGHT output J4 ground tag (S) to TB3-3 (NS) to V3 Spigot (S) (NOT SHOWN IN
PHOTOGRAPHS) to TB2-3 (NS) to V2 Spigot (NS) to TB1-3 (NS) to Ground Terminal tag 2 (NS).
12. Connect RIGHT input J2 ground tag (S) to Ground Terminal solder tag 2 (S).
13. Connect TB1-1 (NS) to Ground Terminal solder tag 3 (NS).
14. Connect TB1-5 (NS) to Ground Terminal solder tag 3 (S).
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HT (B+):
15. Link V3 pin 1 (S) to TB3-2 (NS) and TB3-6 (NS).
16. Link V3 pin 6 (S) to TB3-6 (NS).
17. Place R31 (33k) across TB3-2 (S) and TB2-2 (NS).
18. Place R32 (33k) across TB3-6 (S) and TB2-6 (NS).
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19. Fit R15 (330k) between TB2-2 (NS) and V2 pin1 (NS).
20. Fit R5 (120k) between TB2-2 (NS) and V2 pin 6 (NS).
21. Fit R17 (2k2) between TB2-3 (NS) and V2 pin 3 (S).
22. Fit R7 (1k2) between V2 pin 8 (S) and centre spigot (S).
23. Fit R16 (330k) between TB2-6 (NS) and V1 pin1 (NS).
24. Fit R6 (120k) between TB2-6 (NS) and V1 pin 6 (NS).
25. Fit R18 (2k2) between TB2-7 (NS) and V1 pin 3 (S).
26. Fit R8 (1k2) between V1 pin 8 (S) and centre spigot (S).

27. Fit R9 (1M) across TB1-4 (NS) and TB1-3 (S).
28. Fit C5 (100n) between TB1-4 (NS) and V2 pin 6 (S).
29. Fit R10 (1M) across TB1-8 (NS) and TB1-7 (S).
30. Fit C6 (100n) between TB1-8 (NS) and V1 pin 6 (S).
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31. Fit R11 (316k) between TB1-4 (S) and TB2-4 (NS).
32. Fit R12 (316k) between TB1-8 (S) and TB2-8 (NS).
33. Fit R25 (150k) between V3 pin 3 (NS) and TB3-3 (NS).
34. Fit R26 (150k) between V3 pin 8 (NS) and TB3-7 (NS).

35. Connect TB2-4 (NS) to V2 pin 2 (S).
36. Connect TB2-8 (NS) to V1 pin 2 (S).
37. Fit R19 (180k) between V2 pin 1 (S) and TB2-1 (NS).
38. Connect TB2-1 (NS) to V3 pin 2 (S).
39. Fit R20 (180k) between V1 pin 1 (S) and TB2-5 (NS).
40. Connect TB2-5 (NS) to V3 pin 7 (S).
41. Fit C11 (3u3) between V3 pin 3 (S) and TB3-1 (S).
42. Fit C12 (3u3) between V3 pin 8 (S) and TB3-8 (S).
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43. Fit C7 (8n2) with series R13 (39k2) between TB2-4 (S) and TB3-3 (S).
44. Fit C8 (8n2) with series R14 (39k2) between TB2-8 (S) and TB3-7 (S).
45. Fit C9 (180pF) and CT1 Trimmer between TB2-3 (S) and isolated Solder Tag at V2 (NS).
46. Fit resistors R21 (75k) and R23 (18k) between TB2-1 (S) and isolated Solder Tag at V2 (S).
(Alternatively, these can be substituted by a single 14k3 resistor)
47. Fit C10 (180pF) and CT2 Trimmer between TB2-7 (S) and isolated Solder Tag at V1 (NS).
48. Fit resistors R22 (75k) and R24 (18k) between TB2-5 (S) and isolated Solder Tag at V1 (S).
(Alternatively, these can be substituted by a single 14k3 resistor)

Ensure that there is plenty of clearance between the 75k//18k parallel pair and the tags TB2-2 and
TB2-6 beneath.
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49. Fit C1 (22uF) between TB2-2 (+) (S) and TB1-1 (-) (NS)
50. Fit C2 (22uF) between TB2-6 (+) (S) and TB1-5 (-) (NS)
51. Add C3 across TB3-6 (+) and TB3 – 3 (-), both previously soldered.
Completed!

52. Drill a M3 clearance hole in each of the four corners of the box half as sketched:-

Mount each rubber foot using a M3 x 10 screw, plain washer, shake proof washer and nut.
53. Drill a hole suitable for the power input connector on the side closest to TB3 (see photo).
54. Add Link wires to power input plug and mount onto box side before wiring, the top plate can be held
in its service position (see next page) using one of the supplied fixing screws.
HT (B+) Pin 1 add to already soldered TB3-6
0V (1) Pin 2 to TB1-1 (-) (S)
0V (2) Pin 3 add to already soldered TB3-3 (-)
Heater (1) Pin 4 add to already soldered TB3-4
Heater (2) Pin 5 add to already soldered TB3-5
0V (2) Pin 6 to TB1-5 (-) (S)
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READY FOR TEST IN ITS SERVICE POSITION.
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Before applying power to your new build, it is a good idea to check out the expected resistances as
detailed below.

Test point
a) V3 Pin 6 to V1 Pin 1
b) V3 Pin 6 to V1 Pin 6
c) V3 Pin 1 to V2 Pin 1
d) V3 Pin 1 to V2 Pin 6
e) V3 Pin 7 to V1 Pin 1
f) V3 Pin 2 to V2 Pin 1
g) V3 Pin 1 and V3 Pin 6
h) LEFT Phono Input to V1 Pin 7
i) RIGHT Phono Input to V2 Pin 7
j) LEFT Phono Input to Ground
k) RIGHT Phono Input to Ground
l) V1 Pin 8 to Ground
m) V1 Pin 2 to Ground
n) V1 Pin 3 to Ground
o) V2 Pin 8 to Ground
p) V2 Pin 2 to Ground
q) V2 Pin 3 to Ground
r) V3 Pin 8 to Ground
s) V3 Pin 3 to Ground
t) LEFT Phono Output to Ground
u) RIGHT Phono Output to Ground

CHECK LIST
Min Value
Max Value
355.74k
370.26k
149.9k
156.06k
355.74k
370.26k
149.9k
156.06k
178.2k
181.8k
178.2k
181.8k
Zero Ohm Short Circuit Link
980
1020
980
1020
46.06k
47.94k
46.06k
47.94k
1.140k
1.260k
1289.68k
1342.34k
2.156k
2.244k
1.140k
1.260k
1289.68k
1342.34k
2.156k
2.244k
147k
153k
147k
153k
980k
1020k
980k
1020k

Typical Values measured
358.8k 357.3k
153.3k 154.1k
359k
356.8k
154.5k 154.1k
181.4k 179.9k
181.0k 180.6k
0 ohms 0 ohms
994
989
990
994
47.0k
46.6k
46.8k
46.8k
1.182k
1.174k
1321k
1328k
2.17k
2.15k
1.181k
1.174k
1323k
1315
2.16k
2.168k
149.6k
149.5k
148.1k
148.1k
1006k
1008k
1010k
1009k

That’s it!
You still have to build a power supply to give 12.6V DC for the heaters and 250V DC B+ supply.
If you have a Yaqin MS22 or 23, then you could use this to provide power and notes about how to do
this are appended at the end of this document.
When powered up, apply a 1kHz sine wave to J1 and monitor output on J3, set constant output sine
wave generator to give 0dB output.
Switch sine wave generator to 20kHz and adjust CT2 to give -19.6dB on the output.
Repeat for J2 and J4, adjusting CT1 for -19.6dB on the output.
Note: If trimmer range is insufficient it may be necessary to alter the value of C9 and C10 as required.
If you don’t have a suitable RMS meter then use an oscilloscope and a 1kHz square wave, adjusting
the trimmers for best square wave on the oscilloscope. However you will need to construct a reverse
RIAA network to fit between the 1kHz signal generator and the phono amp input. Details of a typical
circuit are here on the excellent Turner Audio webpages, scroll down to the bottom.
http://www.turneraudio.com.au/miscellaneous-schematics1.htm
Oh! And don’t forget to set the oscilloscope for a DC input!
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Labels, the large one covers the countersunk screws securing TB3.
Cover with protective film and apply double sided adhesive to the reverse side before cutting them
out.

BEFORE

AFTER
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AMPLIFIER BOM
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

UK SUPPLIER

PART No.

MOUSER

RS
eBay

528-7268
As available

546-1590D-BK
568-NYS367-2

RCA Jack, Black (2 off) J1 and J3, INSULATED
6 way Power Connector, Male Bulkhead

eBay
CRICKLEWOOD

As available
YC600

568-NYS367-0

5
6

B9A skirted valveholder (3 off)
Screening cans for item 5, Supplied with Item 5

CRICKLEWOOD
CRICKLEWOOD

B9AS
As above

7
8

Tagboard strips (3 off) – Cut as required
4mm Insulated Ground Post J5 (Binding Post)

RS
RS

433-775
423-223

Made from 534-1204-28?
164-4204

9
10

Rubber Foot (4 off)
3M x 15 Insulated standoff with stud (2 off)

FARNELL
RS

320237
1026520

563-F-7264-A?

11
12

M3 x 10 Pan Head Screw (4 off) - Item 5 & 7
M3 x 6 C/sk Head (2 off) - for item 7

RS
RS

560-596
528-946

Supplied with Item 9

13
14

3M5 x 12 Pan Head Screw (4 off) - For Item 9
M3 Nut (10 off) for Items 5,7

RS
RS

528-788
527-230

15
16

3M5 Nut (4 0ff) - For Item 9

RS

560-300

17
18

M3 Crinkle Washer (6 off) for Items 5 & 7
3M5 Shakeproof washer (4 off) - For Item 9

RS
RS

428-638
825-247

19

Loctite 22 Thread lock or similar for Items 10, 14 & 15
Alternative Item 19

MAPLIN
RS

N51BZ
908-2795

R1
R2

47k 0.6W
47k 0.6W

RS
RS

148-893
148-893

71-CBB020747K2%C1
71-CBB020747K2%C1

R3
R4

1k 1W
1k 1W

RS
RS

707-8669
707-8669

594-E0414C1K000F1A
594-E0414C1K000F1A

R5
R6

120k 1W
120k 1W

RS
RS

214-1412
214-1412

294-120K-RC
294-120K-RC

R7
R8

1k2 1W
1k2 1W

RS
RS

214-1153
214-1153

71-CMF201K2000JNR6
71-CMF201K2000JNR6

R9
R10

1M 1W
1M 1W

136-058
136-058

279-CFR16J1M0
279-CFR16J1M0

R11
R12

316k 0.25W 1%
316k 0.25W 1%

RS
RS
RS
RS

683-3528
683-3528

603-MFR-25FBF52-316K
603-MFR-25FBF52-316K

R13
R14

39k2 0.25W 1%
39k2 0.25W 1%

RS
RS

754-5673
754-5673

71-CMF5039K200FHEB
71-CMF5039K200FHEB

R15
R16

330k 1W
330k 1W

RS
RS

214-1478
214-1478

279-ROX1SJ330K
279-ROX1SJ330K

R17
R18

2k2 1W
2k2 1W

RS
RS

214-1181
214-1181

71-CPF12.2K2%T1
71-CPF12.2K2%T1

R19
R20

180k 0.25W 1%
180k 0.25W 1%

RS
RS

149-048
149-048

279-LR1F180K
279-LR1F180K

R21
R22

75k 0.25W 1%
75k 0.25W 1%

RS
RS

148-944
148-944

279-LR1F75K
279-LR1F75K

R23
R24

18k 0.25W 1%
18k 0.25W 1%

RS
RS

683-2755
683-2755

279-H4P18KFCA
279-H4P18KFCA

R25
R26

150k 1W
150k 1W

RS
RS

214-1434
214-1434

279-ROX1SJ150K
279-ROX1SJ150K

R27
R28

1k 1W
1k 1W

RS
RS

707-8669
707-8669

594-E0414C1K000F1A
594-E0414C1K000F1A

R29
R30

1M 1W
1M 1W

RS
RS

136-058
136-058

279-CFR16J1M0
279-CFR16J1M0

R31
R32

33k 0.5W
33k 0.5W

RS
RS

214-1333
214-1333

71-CPF133K0000FKE14
71-CPF133K0000FKE14

1
2

Hammond 1590DBK diecast box
RCA Jack, Red (2 off) J2 and J4, INSULATED

3
4

Supplied with Item 9
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ITEM

DESCRIPTION

UK SUPPLIER

PART No.

MOUSER

C1
C2

22uF 450V
22uF 450V

CRICKLEWOOD
CRICKLEWOOD

22A450
22A450

647-TVX2W220MCD
647-TVX2W220MCD

C3
C4

47uF 450V

CRICKLEWOOD

47A450

647-TVX2W470MDD

C5
C6

100nF 400V
100nF 400V

RS
RS

755-4472
755-4472

647-QXK2G104KTP
647-QXK2G104KTP

C7
C8

8n2 Silver Mica 350V
8n2 Silver Mica 350V

RS
RS

495-947
495-947

598-CD30FD822FO3F
598-CD30FD822FO3F

C9

180pF Silver Mica 350V
Alternative 150pF Silver Mica 350V

RS
RS

495-773
495-767

598-CD19FD181F03F
598-CD15FD151F03F

C10

180pF Silver Mica 350V
Alternative 150pF Silver Mica 350V

RS
RS

495-773
495-767

598-CD19FD181F03F
598-CD15FD151F03F

C11
C12

3u3 450V Ansar
3u3 450V Ansar

CRICKLEWOOD
CRICKLEWOOD

CPW3u3
CPW3u3

CT1

C11 & C12 Alternative is the Audyn Q4
10-50pF trimmer (similar to Sprague GKT series)

CRICKLEWOOD

CTR50N

CT2

10-50pF trimmer (similar to Sprague GKT series)

CRICKLEWOOD

CTR50N

V1
V2

12AX7/ECC83, Svetlana winged C recommended.
12AX7/ECC83, Svetlana winged C recommended.

LANGREX
LANGREX

12AX7
12AX7

V3

12AX7/ECC83, Svetlana winged C recommended.

LANGREX

12AX7

ITEM
1
2

DESCRIPTION

INTERCONNECTING CABLE
UK SUPPLIER

6 way Connector, Cable Mount – Female
6 way Ethernet Cable. Alpha wire, 6010C SL005

CRICKLEWOOD
RS

PART No.

MOUSER

YL600
1119234

602-6010C-100

Item 7 could possibly use the Mouser part if cut, drilled and mounted on stand-off pillars? Other constructors
have used Turret posts on suitable insulated board.

IMPORTANT
The original concept was to have all of the RIAA circuit floating above Ground, the actual RIAA Amplifier
Ground post being isolated from the case, this being done to help prevent Hum Loops and taking full
advantage of the double isolated power supply that was in use. The mains supply True Earth whilst firmly
bonding the PSU case, was used as a screening ground fed to the RIAA amplifier case via the screen lead
connecting the two. If screened lead is not being used then one of the connector pins should be used to
provide a dedicated connection between the PSU case and the RIAA amplifier case, pin 6 being suggested.
There may be occasions where a True Earth terminal is required either for safety or further experimentation to
isolate hum loops. In this case, it is possible to fit an additional TRUE EARTH terminal on the actual metal
case of the Power Supply being used, this to be the shortest point to the true Earth wire of your mains power
supply. Turntables sometimes come with two Ground wires, one being the safety Ground and the other a
Ground for the Cartridge or Tonearm. The safety Ground should be connected to the TRUE EARTH terminal
on the metal case of the Power Supply. The Ground for the Cartridge or Tonearm should be connected to the
floating Ground present on the RIAA Amp. There may be instances where the floating Ground present on the
RIAA Amp may have to be linked to the TRUE EARTH terminal on the Power Supply using a stout jumper
wire. Hopefully this may solve all cases where hum loops have been found though the author’s system has
never had any problems. It is probably down to the various ways the turntables and tone arms are wired; the
author’s cartridge lines are fully isolated. If using the LesBox Mk.3 with a MS22/23 acting as a power supply,
then a TRUE EARTH terminal exists on the rear panel of the MS22/23 if it is required.
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If you have a Yaqin MS22 or 23 that you wish to replace, then you could remove the valves and hard wire a
power cable from it to provide the supplies.
I have successfully used the MS22B to power up a Mk.3 LesBox. The two are connected using the 6 core
screened cable as previously mentioned, with the screen acting as a Ground between the case of the
MS22/23 and the case of the LesBox, trapping the screen wire into the cable clamp of the 6 way cable
socket. The HT (B+) is derived from the link that connects R22 with R23, it is not necessary to go via these
resistors as their equivalent is already provided in the LesBox Mk.3. The Heaters can be provided as shown
or if it is easier, either of the two valve holders pins 4 and 5. Be quick with the soldering iron as you do not
want to disturb the wiring already soldered here. As the MS22/23 has a 0V already connected to its metal
case, it follows that the screen of the inter-connecting cable can also be connected with the three Black
wires or one of the GND connectors on the board edge.

The Author’s experimental circuit works very well, no hum, just a gentle hiss at maximum volume on the
main amplifier. His endeavours appear to have proved that the slight hum on the MS22/23’s, even after a
LesBox conversion, is down to magnetic fields from the power transformer. A remote Mk.3 LesBox is
further towards vinyl heaven and the great thing also to remember is that the separate LesBox can easily
be disconnected from the MS22/23 should you build a custom power supply later. This would then make
the MS22/23 back to stock for onward sale should you so wish.
The cable can be exited from the MS22/23 using a rubber grommet in place of one of the RCA Jacks.
By all means apply your own ideas, for instance you could try fitting Heater and HT(B+) fuses in place of
some of the other RCA Jacks, fuses being the things Yaqin forgot all about in their design.
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TWO SIMPLE DIY RIAA POWER SUPPLIES.
1. A kit with all parts and just needing a box, a Bopla 03221000 looks suitable. (RS 222-244).
The kit is called a RadiØkit PS-318 currently supplied by FreeBytes and can be
configured for US power supplies too.
https://www.freebytes.com/catalog/product_info.php?products_id=1674

The author has made one and confirms it runs the LesBox very well but he made a slight
addition to the circuitry by elevating the heater supplies. This is entirely optional as its
necessity is questionable, but done very easily all the same, by adding two resistors, a 150k
1W, 22k 0.6W and a 47uF 100V electrolytic.
The circuit differences are as follows:-
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One track cut and six holes drilled.

Top Side

Track Side
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Here is a copy of the FreeBytes drawing (all rights reserved) showing an alternative view of
the three added components.

Board in box
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Box drilling
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End Views
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2. Hard wired PSU using back to back transformers.
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The power supply is fed via FS1 (250mA Anti-surge (Time Lag) 20mm HRC Fuse) and SW1. It uses two
back to back mains transformers to give a fully isolated power supply. For US Power supplies the input can be
paralleled for 115V. The junction point of the two transformers is used to produce an isolated heater supply.
This heater supply is obtained by the bridge rectifier BR2, smoothed by C1 then down regulated to 12V by
IC1 (7812). The regulator is lifted above 0V by the action of D2 thus giving an actual output of approximately
12.6V. This is further smoothed by C2 before being fed to the Phono Amp connector (Pins 4 and 5) via a 1A
Anti-surge (Time Lag) 20mm Fuse FS2. The Amber LED indicator (LT) shows that the supply is available
and that the fuse is intact.
The HT supply is made available from the Primary winding of the second transformer, reversed so that the
Primary now becomes the Secondary. This works well due to the split bobbin construction which places both
coils close to the core. The 230V is bridge rectified by BR1 and applied to the pi filter comprising C5 (22uF),
10 Henry Choke and C3a (47uF). An extra stage of filtering is supplied by R7 (5k) and the second section of
the main smoothing capacitor (C3b). The original choke is no longer available but could be replaced by
another pi section built with a similar dual 50uF capacitor bridged by two 1k 5W resistors.
The circuit also features the use of two 0V rails and FS3 (250mA Anti-surge (Time Lag) 20mm Fuse) protects
the unit against overload. The Red LED indicator (HT) illuminates if the HT is present and the Fuse is intact.
At switch-off the LED will remain briefly lit while the capacitors discharge, this being assisted by R5 and R6.
These form a potential divider to produce approximately +36V, smoothed by C4. This supply is applied to the
0V rail of the heater supply to raise the 12.6V onto a 36V pedestal which helps the Cathode/Heater insulation
of the buffer valve V3 in the amplifier.
Fuse 1: Mains Input, 250mA Anti-surge (Time Lag) 20mm Fuse.
Fuse 2: Heater Supply, 1A Anti-surge (Time Lag) 20mm Fuse.
Fuse 3: HT (B+) Supply, 250mA Anti-surge (Time Lag) 20mm Fuse.
LP1: Amber Indicator – Heaters.
LP2: Red Indicator – HT ON
SK1:
Pin 1, HT (B+) Output
Pin 2, HT (B+) Return
Pin 3, HT (B+) Return
Pin 4, Heater Supply 12.6V
Pin 5, Heater Supply Return
Pin 6, HT (B+) Return or connect to PSU Case Earth J6 if non-screened connecting cable is used.
NOTE: I used this pin as a relay sense line as described below.
When the Author built these power supplies for friends etc., he fitted an isolation relay to switch off the HT (B+) if the
connector was un-plugged from the RIAA Amp.
But there was more to this, what do you think would happen if the HT (B+) Return wire broke?
Well without a Return to the PSU, the B+ Return line in the Phono Amp could rise to virtually full HT (B+).
In its present build the Phono Amp Return is isolated from case so there would not be too much danger except that the
Input RCA Jacks would have HT (B+) on them!
If the Phono Amp Return is connected to the RIAA case then this could also rise to this unwanted potential.
This was a major flaw on 1950’s tube RIAA amplifiers with separate power supplies and yet the Author has seen this
same hazard on some modern day designs! OK you might not get a bite as the HT (B+) will be looking for its return
through you when perhaps you are holding the PSU Case. Thankfully the PSU is isolated in this design but nonetheless it
is not a healthy thing to have.
As this could be a safety issue on the units the Author made for others and considering possible litigation, the Author
fitted a 220V DC Coil relay with a suitable limiting resistor inside the power supply which relied on a 0V return from the
RIAA Amp. If this went missing then the relay would not energise to apply B+.
This is a bit of belt and braces (suspenders in the US) because the Author intentionally fitted at least two B+ Return wires
so the chance of this happening was very much reduced. This is always going to be a problem with a separate supply so
double or treble up on those HT (B+) Returns if you are not fitting a safety relay, especially if using a MS22/23b as the
PSU.
The Filament circuit is no problem as it is fully floating too and in fact has a high voltage imposed upon it so that the
cathode heater insulation in V3 is given an easier time.
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Suggested Power Supply Tag board

ITEM
1
2
3
4

DESCRIPTION
Hammond 513-0900 Utility Case
2 x 15V 10VA mains transformer
2 x 15V 6VA mains transformer
LF Choke 10H 100mA
Original Danbury DB495 no longer made.
A 1k 5W Resistor could be tried. See C6
Panel Fuse Holder for 20mm Mains fuse
Open 20mm Fuse Holder (2 off)
M16 Cable Gland (2 off)
M16 Nut for Item 7
Rubber Foot (4 off)
Tag board cut to 12 way
3M5 x 12 Pan Head Screw (4 off)
3M5 Nut (4 0ff)
3M5 Shakeproof washer (4 off)
Bridge Rectifier KBPC610PBF, 6 Amp
Bridge Rectifier KBPC610PBF, 6 Amp

SUPPLIER
RS
RS
RS

PART No.
232-926
504-262
504-284

RS
RS
FARNELL
FARNELL
FARNELL
RS
RS
RS
RS
RS
RS

563-784
769-0149
3030740
3030775
320237
433-703
528-788
560-300
825-247
227-8536
227-8536

RS
RS
JJ
RS
RS

707-6653
324-5177
TC529
324-5379
324-5414

C6

1000uF 25VW
100uF 25V
50uF + 50uF 500V can electrolytic
47uF 100V
22uF 450V
50uF + 50uF 500V can electrolytic, used
if Choke is replaced by 1k 5W resistor

JJ

TC529

D1
D2

1N4007
1N4007

RS
RS

649-1143
649-1143

FS1
FS2
FS3

250mA A/S 20mm Mains Fuse, HRC
1A A/S 20mm Heater Fuse
250mA A/S 20mm HT Fuse

RS
RS
RS

783-3270
537-1379
537-1638

IC1

LM7812 1 Amp Voltage Regulator

RS

704-4010

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
BR1
BR2
C1
C2
C3a/b
C4
C5
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ITEM
LED1
LED2
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8

SUPP1
SW1

DESCRIPTION
5mm Red
5mm Green

SUPPLIER
RS
RS

PART No.
212-115
212-121

10k 1W
deleted
150k 1W
150k 1W
150k 1W
22k 1W
10k 1W
10k 1W

RS

214-1276

RS
RS
RS
RS
RS
RS

214-1434
214-1434
214-1434
214-1311
214-1276
214-1276

100nF + 100 Ohms snubber

RS

206-7881

SPDT Mains switch

RS

448-0753

Snap view of one of the power supplies that used safety isolation Relays. These are wired in series as they have
120V DC coils, their contacts are also wired in series for greater safety. These guys were a bit expensive as
they have special forced break capability in case any of the contacts tried to weld under fault conditions.
Though there is sufficient distance between tag board tags and the side of the case top, a thin hard plastic
sheet is glued to the case top as required to insure against any possible contact between the two.
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LesBox Mk.4
1st prototype.

The 1st prototype used surface mounting valve holders with screening can skirts. V1 is mounted at 90
degrees to the others due to the circuit board but worse of all, every valve holder connection (24 in
total) has to be linked with tinned copper wire to the PCB, thus making later servicing almost
impossible. All of the 24 wires had to be covered with the right amount of insulating sleeve then
carefully offered up to the PCB as it was mounted onto the top cover.

2nd prototype.

nd

The 2 prototype which used PCB mounting valve holders was then tried; the screening can skirts
were fixed to the top cover such that the seated valve would poke through it. Problems were met
where the skirt fixing hardware for V1 (being mounted at 90 degrees to the others) clashed with the
ceramic part of the holder. Remember, the cut-outs provided in the ceramic holder are not now in line
with the skirt hardware. Short self-tapping screws came to the rescue here.
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3rd prototype.

While all of this was going on, the team were also attempting to make replacement boards for the
Yaqin MS22/23 and these were to use Benton PCB mounted skirted valve holders.
rd
So these were next tried for the 3 prototype, the holes in the top cover would be drilled out to 28mm
so accepting the full screening can. The valves would thus sit like they do on the MS22/23 and our
favourite Black Hammond 1590DBK die-cast box, 187.5 x 119.5 x 52 (RS 528-7268) was again
chosen.
Drill the top lid as shown, but a trick (to ensure the valves line up), is to lay the board centrally onto
the box lid and secure with sticky tape. Then centre tap the drill positions using the board as a drill
template:-

The smaller holes are 3mm, the larger ones can be 28 or 30mm, best achieved using a
stepped cone cutter which incidentally will be useful for making the 10mm holes too for
the RCA Jacks.
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Then drill the remaining hole as required for your particular insulated Earth Post.

Box drilling and assembly
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View of box cover - inside

View of box cover - outside
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I ran a large tip Black Sharpie around the holes afterwards to make them blend in with
the paintwork.

The PCB

The component values have been added as a guide during assembly however it should be noted that
160pF was found to be a better value for C104/C204 as it gave more adjustment on their associated
trimmers CT101/CT201.
Note that the Left and Right OUTPUT connections will change on later boards such that Ch.1 Output
will be closer to its output capacitor C105.
View of component side of completed circuit board.
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View of valve holder side of completed circuit board.

The Benton valve holder has a small spigot for Ground connection but this could not be used as the
PCB does not support it. If you look carefully at the component side photo you may just make out a
1.5mm hole drilled to accept the spigot. It could not be done for V2 owing to tracking and thus was cut
off. All shield flanges were soldered together with tinned copper wire, the ground point chosen for
them all is shown.
The board was then mounted to the box with 13mm brass standoff pillars, M3x6 pan head screws on
board side and M3x6 Black dome head screws on cover side.

AMPLIFIER PCB BOM
ITEM

UK SUPPLIER

PART No.

MOUSER

1
2

Hammond 1590DBK diecast box
RCA Jack, Red (2 off) J2 and J4, INSULATED

RS
CRICKLEWOOD

528-7268
PCAB

546-1590D-BK
568-NYS367-2

3
4

RCA Jack, Black (2 off) J1 and J3, INSULATED
6 way Power Connector, Male Bulkhead

CRICKLEWOOD
CRICKLEWOOD

PCAR
YC600

568-NYS367-0

5
6

B9A skirted valveholder, PCB (3 off), Benton
Screening cans for item 5,
Circuit Board STILL IN DESIGN/MANUFACTURE

BANZAI MUSIC

SKU18443

7
8

DESCRIPTION

4mm Insulated Ground Post J5 (Binding Post)

RS

423-223

164-4204

9
10

Rubber Foot (4 off)
M3 x 10mm Stand-off spacer (6 off - for Item 7)

FARNELL
RS

320237
280-8878

563-F-7264-A?

11
12

M3 x 6 C/sk Head Screw (6 off – for Item 7)
M3 x 6 Pan Head Screw (6 off - for Item 7)

RS
RS

158-3562
560-580

13
14

3M5 x 12 Pan Head Screw (4 off) - For Item 9

RS

528-788

15
16

3M5 Nut (4 0ff) - For Item 9

RS

560-300

17
18

M3 Crinkle Washer (6 off) for Item 7
3M5 Shakeproof washer (4 off) - For Item 9

RS
RS

289-657
825-247

19

Loctite 22 Thread lock or similar for Items 14 & 11

RS

908-2795

10k 1W
47k 0.6W

RS
RS

214-1276
148-893

R102
R103

1k 0.6W
1M 0.6W

RS
RS

148-506
125-1169

R104
R105

316k 0.6W 1%
39k2 0.25W 1%

RS
RS

683-3528
754-5673

R1
R101

71-CBB020747K2%C1

603-MFR-25FBF52-316K

71-CMF5039K200FHEB
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ITEM

MOUSER

120k 1W

UK SUPPLIER
RS

PART No.

R106

DESCRIPTION

214-1412

294-120K-RC

R107
R108

2k2 1W
1k2 1W

RS
RS

214-1181
125-1176

71-CPF12.2K2%T1

R109
R110

330k 1W
180k 0.25W 1%

RS
RS

214-1478
149-048

279-ROX1SJ330K
279-LR1F180K

R111
R112

75k 0.25W 1%
18k 0.25W 1%

148-944
683-2755

279-LR1F75K
279-H4P18KFCA

R113
R114

150k 1W
1k 0.6W

RS
RS
RS

214-1434
148-506

279-ROX1SJ150K

R115
R116

1M 0.6W
33k 0.5W

RS
RS

125-1169
214-1333

R201
R202

47k 0.6W
1k 0.6W

RS
RS

148-893
148-506

R203

1M 0.6W

RS

125-1169

R204

316k 0.25W 1%

R205
R206

39k2 0.25W 1%
120k 1W

R207
R208

RS

71-CPF133K0000FKE14
71-CBB020747K2%C1

683-3528

603-MFR-25FBF52316K

RS
RS

754-5673
214-1412

71-CMF5039K200FHEB
294-120K-RC

2k2 1W
1k2 1W

RS
RS

214-1181
125-1176

71-CPF12.2K2%T1

R209
R210

330k 1W
180k 0.25W 1%

RS
RS

214-1478
149-048

279-ROX1SJ330K
279-LR1F180K

R211
R212

75k 0.25W 1%
18k 0.25W 1%

148-944
683-2755

279-LR1F75K
279-H4P18KFCA

R213
R214

150k 1W
1k 0.6W

RS
RS
RS

214-1434
148-506

279-ROX1SJ150K

R215
R216

1M 0.6W
33k 0.5W
47uF 350V, 16mm Dia. 7.67 pitch, Panasonic

RS
RS

125-1169
214-1333

EEUEE2V470

RS

699-7512

RS
RS

526-2174
755-4472

C1

RS

RS

71-CPF133K0000FKE14

22uF 350V, 13mm Dia. 5.08 pitch, Panasonic
C101
C102

EEUED2V220

C103

8n2 Silver Mica 350V
RS
495-947
598-CD30FD822FO3F
These are very expensive and it is a good idea to find an alternative source if you can. Ebay?

C104

180pF Silver Mica 350V
Alternative 150pF Silver Mica 350V

100nF 400V

RS
RS

495-773
495-767

647-QXK2G104KTP

598-CD19FD181F03F
598-CD15FD151F03F

Alternative 160pF Silver Mica 350V
RS
871-3296
These are very expensive and it is a good idea to find an alternative source if you can. Ebay?
C105

3u3 450V Ansar
22uF 350V, 13mm Dia. 5.08 pitch, Panasonic

C201
C202

EEUED2V220

C203

8n2 Silver Mica 350V
RS
495-947
598-CD30FD822FO3F
These are very expensive and it is a good idea to find an alternative source if you can. Ebay?

C204

180pF Silver Mica 350V
Alternative 150pF Silver Mica 350V

100nF 400V

CRICKLEWOOD

CPW3u3

RS
RS

526-2174
755-4472

RS
RS

495-773
495-767

647-QXK2G104KTP

598-CD19FD181F03F
598-CD15FD151F03F

Alternative 160pF Silver Mica 350V
RS
871-3296
These are very expensive and it is a good idea to find an alternative source if you can. Ebay?
C205
CT101

3u3 450V Ansar
10-50pF trimmer (Ceramic)

CRICKLEWOOD
Ebay

CPW3u3

CT201
V1

10-50pF trimmer (Ceramic)
12AX7/ECC83, Svetlana winged C recommended.

Ebay
LANGREX

12AX7

V2
V3

12AX7/ECC83, Svetlana winged C recommended.
12AX7/ECC83, Svetlana winged C recommended.

LANGREX
LANGREX

12AX7
12AX7
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ITEM
1
2

DESCRIPTION

INTERCONNECTING CABLE
UK SUPPLIER

6 way Connector, Cable Mount – Female
6 way Ethernet Cable. Alpha wire, 6010C SL005

CRICKLEWOOD
RS

PART No.

MOUSER

YL600
1119234

602-6010C-100

Depending on your choice of rubber foot, drill a 3M or 3M5 clearance hole in each of the four
corners of the box half as sketched:-

Mount each rubber foot using a 12mm length screw,
plain washer, shake proof washer and nut.

Drill a hole suitable for the power input connector on the side closest to TB3 (see photo).
Add Link wires to power input plug and mount onto box side before wiring. (Colour may vary)
Connector Pin
PCB Connection Colour
Alternative power cable colours
HT (+) Pin 1
PCB P2 Pad 1
Red
Red
HT (-) Pin 2
PCB P2 Pad 2
Black
Black
HT (-) Pin 3
PCB P2 Pad 3
Black
Black
Heater (+) Pin 4 PCB P2 Pad 5
Red
White and Blue
Heater (-) Pin 5
PCB Pad 4
Yellow
Green and Black
HT (-) Pin 6
PCB Pad 6
Black
Black
That’s it! You still have to build a power supply to give 12.6V DC for the heaters and 250V DC B+ supply.
A number of possibilities have already been presented but feel free to design/manufacture your own
as there are countless circuits on the internet. For latest info on the circuit boards refer to the
Facebook Forum Yaqin Tube Valve Amplifiers.

LesBox Mk.4
4th prototype.
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Three of almost a kind, two plastic fronts and one aluminium. The plastic ones had to be back coated
with conductive paint so the aluminium one is definitely recommended for new build.

Possible candidate for power transformer found on eBay.
NOTE: Where the original has failed, this has been found to be a good replacement transformer for
the Yaqin MS22, MS23 and MS12.
https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/30VA30W-ZERO-ZONE-R-core-PRT-Transformer-In-0-115Vx2-230VOut-220V-0-068A-14V-1A/273925857505?hash=item3fc740e0e1:g:Ox0AAOSwrENdKDU4

Here is the amended circuit for using this transformer.
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LESBOX 5!
The Zero Zone transformer presented on the previous page is also ideal for powering the Yaqin
MS23 Swap Board, particularly the latest rev.2.0b version with Zener stabilisers and Ground Lift
circuit. These swap boards utilise a revised power supply, the same RIAA circuitry but with the
convenience of a printed circuit board which can be purchased bare or ready built and tested.
No valves or screening covers are provided as the additional cost of these was wasted by purchasers
preferring to fit their own favourite types of 12AX7 and many discarded the screening covers too.
More information on the MS23 Swap board can be found here:http://g4cnh.com/public/Putting_'Life'_into_the_Yaqin_MS-22B.pdf
Building just consists of acquiring the die-cast box, suitable feet, RCA Jacks, Power and Ground lift
switches together with an IEC Power input Plug with integral fuse. It’s nice to add an LED with
suitable holder on the front so you know when the unit is powered up. You will also need some coax
cable of course, to link the swap board to the RCA Jacks, this can be acquired from old RCA cables.
The following is how the Author constructed his unit but you may of course want to build your own
version with the basic parts but a different enclosure.

Parts List does not include swap board components. Most parts are cheaper if bought for example
on eBay. Also not included are basic fixings e.g. nuts bolts & washers.

A later change was to add a special 4 pole 2 way switch such that the front two valves
could either be connected in parallel with 12V as normal or as an option, two 6V
valves (Typically Russian 6N2) could be wired in series by the switch for 12V
operation.
Details of this and the extra schematic details are on page 45.
Qty.

Ref.

1

Item 1

1

Item 2

1

Item 3

1

Item 4

2
2
1
1
1
4
1

Item 5
Item 6
Item 7
Item 8
Item 9
Item 10
Item 11

Description
Hammond die cast box 1550JBK
275 x 175 x 67mm
Power input filter module, Hopkins F65004
Alternative straight fused input
Power Switch DPST
Single Pole
Power Transformer SY1803-6197A1 19/06
Zero-One_China, see circuit for details.
RCA Jack, Red ( Right channel In & Out)
RCA Jack, Black (Left channel In & Out)
Terminal Post, Green (Turntable Ground)
Ground Lift Switch SPDT Centre Off
Yaqin MS23B Rev 2.0 or 2.0b Swap Circuit Board
35mm spacer, 3mm thread (Board mounts)
Fuse, 20mm, 250mA HRC

UK supplier
RS COMPONENTS
868-1073

Alt. 811-7213
228-4581
706-4332
eBay Purchase
Cricklewood PCAR
Cricklewood PCAB
eBay Purchase
448-0753
Contact Author
eBay Purchase
541-4454
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Points on layout. You will note that power input and switching is kept to one small area of the units
left rear corner, this is done to reduce the possibility of AC mains affecting the signal lines. For the
same reason, the INPUT RCA connectors are kept furthest away in the other corner.
The R core transformer appears to do a very good job of minimizing the effects of its magnetic field.
TOP DRILL (View on bottom side of box, lid retained as base plate for service etc.)
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Front Panel Drill (for LED Holder)

Left Side Drill (For Power Switch)
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Rear Panel Drill
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Swap Board with Zero Zone transformer
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Fully wired

IMPORTANT!
Unlike the Yaqin MS22/23 transformers, the Zero-Zone produces a much lower
and more respectable 14V Heater supply.
In this instance, it may prove beneficial to apply a shorting link across the 6R8
vitreous enamel resistor R2. This resistor was added to overcome regulator shutdown because of having an excessive voltage across it of around 12V or 5.4 Watts,
caused by the high output of the Yaqin transformer.
The resistor dropped approximately 3V before the regulator thus reducing the
voltage across it to 9V and the dissipation to 4 Watts
With the 14V supply, shorting out the resistor has not (so far) caused regulator
shut-down even with the extra current demands from using 6H2 valves, the
voltage across the regulator is now around 7V or 3.85 Watts.
Using 12xxx series valves in the front end will reduce the regulator dissipation to
3.15 Watts.
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Adding a 6V/12V heater switch.
To use the 6N2 on a MS23 swap board is not straight forward using an adaptor base, you
would have to lose 6V somehow in the adaptor base.
12V is present on pins 4 & 5 and this would damage the 6V heater of the 6N2.
You can fit a 6N2 to the two front valves of the MS23 swap board by wiring them in
series, like Xmas bulbs, so that each has 6V when both are connected to the 12V.
This can be achieved with a 2 pole 2 way switch, the simple cathode follower of V3 can
remain a 12AX7/ECC83. Pin 9 is not used on the MS23 swap board and is normally left
open circuit; it is a centre tap of the heater. But on the 6N2 it is a connection to an
internal screen so another two separate 2 pole 2 way switches are required in order to
either connect Pin 9 to Ground or leave open circuit.
4 Pole 2 Way toggle switches are easy to find but the author recommends the older slide
switches with a Black Toggle. You have to consider what would happen if the toggle
switch was accidentally set to 12AX7 when 6N2 valves were fitted, it would of course
see both filaments of the 6N2’s to be blown. It is appreciated that there may be a
difficulty in acquiring such slide switches but they can be recess mounted using spacers
to avoid accidental operation.
The author recommends good searches on eBay or similar websites, the ones shown in
the schematic are in fact special 4 Pole 3 Way switches which he found on eBay.
One company (Marquardt) that makes a suitable slide switch is their 4024-4601 or the
4024-0501 if you can find it.
https://www.marquardt-switches.com/slideswitches.html?&no_cache=1&tx_produktkatalog2_pi1%5Bmode%5D=detail&tx_produ
ktkatalog2_pi1%5Bmodifier%5D=0&tx_produktkatalog2_pi1%5Bvalue%5D=4021&tx_
produktkatalog2_pi1%5Bpointer%5D=9&cHash=f68aded55142c1c1acf946379c372047

IMPORTANT!
The Author has found that the 14V output from the Zero-Zone Power Transformer
SY1803-6197A1 does not need the 6R8 resistor R2 to be used. It should be replaced with
a shorting link; the resistor was added to overcome the excessive 18V output of MS22/23
transformers. The oscilloscope revealed the 12V regulator was dropping out of
regulation causing an unusual buzz in the background of both Lesbox 5 outputs.
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Marquardt slide switch 4024-0501 (Example)

Differences in valve heaters.
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3 Position Heater Switch (Physical)

Right Side Drill
The switch can be mounted on the right hand side of the enclosure and as the signals being
switched are at DC or Ground, there should be no interference produced to affect the
coaxial cables feeding the RCA Jacks.
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Example Labels for the heater switch and box top valve positions.
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